Detailed performance analysis of parabolic trough collectors including geometric effect
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ABSTRACT - Parabolic trough collectors (PTCs) have been known for years as one of the leading methods for extracting energy from the sun. In the present work, the performance of PTCs was investigated. However, its performance needs some improvement to be integrated in more and wide range of applications. This idea motivated the author to investigate the performance of parabolic trough collectors in detail. Thus, in the present work, the performance of parabolic trough collectors is investigated. The effect of eight geometric and inlet variables on the PTC performance was evaluated. Two performance factors (PFs), the temperature difference and thermal efficiency, were selected. The effect of inlet condition, including inlet mass flow rate and inlet flow temperature reflector geometry, including reflector length and width, receiver diameters, including inlet and outlet receiver diameters, and cover diameters, including the inlet and outlet cover diameters on these PFs was assessed. Eight thermal working fluids were considered. A non-linear mathematical model was developed for PTC and implemented into MATLAB code where an iterative technique was used to conduct the present analyses. Level curves were generated to study the PTC key performance parameters. The curves revealed that the maximum values of the PFs and maximum range of change in these PFs occurred when the inlet conditions were varied. Changes in the inlet temperature, and changes in the reflector geometry yielded the highest and second-highest values. The cover geometry had the minimum effect on the PFs. Moreover, the best maximum efficiency, best maximum temperature difference, and maximum range of efficiency change were obtained for water, air, and carbon dioxide, respectively. The effect of inlet temperature is more significant than the mass flow rate effect on the thermal efficiency, whereas this effect is reversed in case of the temperature difference, by which the mass flow rate exerts the least influence on the temperature difference.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Parabolic trough collectors (PTCs) are considered among the best sources of clear solar power [1]. The increase in the usage of PTCs stems from their high thermal efficiency and the demand for solar power as an alternative to the conventional energy sources [2]. The PTC technology was developed in the 1970s for heat applications and was introduced to the market in the 1980s [3]. Subsequently, PTC has become an important clear energy source for power generation. PTCs are fabricated from a bent sheet of reflected material, which is referred to as a reflector. The reflector usually has a parabolic shape for collecting and reflecting the solar irradiation onto a focal point at which a receiver tube is kept fixed. This tube is a metallic tube that is surrounded by a glass cover to reduce heat losses. A thermal working fluid moves through the tube, and the solar power increases the temperature and subsequently the thermal energy of the fluid [4]. The typical components and construction of a PTC are shown in Figure 1.

There are several types of PTCs available in literature based on its configuration and method of working. These types can be simply classified into four main categories. First, the conventional parabolic trough collectors by which the collector takes a shape of a parabola. Second, the central receiver or flat collector in which the reflectors are flat. Third, the linear fresnel reflector which is built in linear arrangement. Finally, the parabolic dish at which the reflector is formed as a dish [5]. PTCs have been extensively investigated because they can be implemented in several applications. PTCs can be used in water desalination to reduce salinity [6] and can also be utilized for power generation [7]. Hydraulic energy storage systems, such as hydraulic bladder-type accumulators, can be used along with PTCs for continuity in energy generation. These accumulators work as a backup system in PTCs [7]. Haghghi et al. [8] applied PTC technology in summer air conditioning. They integrated a PTC system with absorption chillers and an organic Rankine cycle for heating and cooling applications considering real solar radiation and energy load. The use of three-phase accumulator and solar absorption refrigeration along with PTC systems can maximize the PTC energy storage and ensure steady supply of cooling energy to buildings [9]. Kistis et al. [10] evaluated the performance of a 288 m² PTC system used in industrial application for producing hot water and steam. The investigation lasted for two months and the effect of two operation...
strategies on the produced PTC amount of steam was assessed. They found that the PTC system can provide the required amount of steam even in the case of low solar radiation.

Figure 1. Components of PTC

Several mathematical and experimental models have been developed for the analysis, modeling, design, and testing of PTCs. The mathematical models are usually classified as optical analysis, thermal analysis, and heat transfer analysis [11] methods. Optical analyses can be considered the most important methods in PTCs, because the input of the thermal and heat transfer analyses usually depends on the output of the optical performance which in turn depends on the absorber surface flux distribution [3]. The PTC optical performance is also affected by the incident angle, effective sun shape, and optical errors (such as tracking error, slope error, and absorber alignment error) [12]. The optical analysis yields the optical efficiency, which is needed for the subsequent thermal and heat transfer analyses.

Thermal analysis usually focuses on obtaining the fluid temperature and the thermal efficiency of PTCs [11]. Several thermal models have been developed for studying PTC thermal performance. Kalogirou [13] developed a detailed thermal model for the performance analysis of PTCs. In his model, he studied several modes of heat transfer including convection, conduction, and radiation. His model was used for the performance analysis of the PTC associated with the Cyprus University of Technology. Fasquelle et al. [14] developed a dynamic thermal model for PTC performance analysis aimed at simulating an unstable environment. The model was applied in two periods with different inlet conditions. The model was validated and was able to account for high input variations. In another study, the presence of metal foam and nanofluids, along with water was quit efficient in improving the thermal performance of PTC and increasing the corresponding thermal efficiency [15]. The addition of metal foam can increase the friction factor by up to 80% compared with that obtained with water only. Lei et al. [16] developed computational fluid dynamic and finite element models for the thermal and stress analyses of PTC. They investigated the thermal and stress performance of PTC using numerical and experimental models. The results revealed that reducing the flow velocity, and inlet temperature and increasing the direct normal irradiation (DNI) can increase the temperature gradient and thermal stresses in PTCs [16].

Heat transfer analysis focuses on the performance of a heat collector element (HCE—the receiver tube) [11]. Padilla et al. [17] developed a one-dimensional numerical model for detailed heat transfer analysis of the HCE. They validated their model by comparing the obtained results with experimental results. The model can determine the collector efficiency and heat losses under different operating and flow conditions. They concluded that the heat transfer model performance can be significantly enhanced by reducing the convection heat losses. Jin et al. [18] established another method for evaluating PTC thermal performance using dimensional analysis and the similarity principle. Their model was calibrated using experiments and was then utilized to assess the effect of DNI and the temperature differences between the receiver and ambient temperature. The results revealed that the collector efficiency increased with increasing the DNI and decreased with decreasing temperature difference.

Zou et al. [19] developed an analytical model for finding the PTC intercept factor and the critical tube diameter including the effect of tube alignment error. Their model focused on the variation in optical performance including the effect of structural variables on optical efficiency. They found that (in contrast to results reported in previous work) the efficiency decreased with increasing offset angle. Salazar et al. [20] developed an analytical model for analyzing the performance of PTC power plants. The developed model simplified the evaluation of PTC performance, provided insight into the effect of PTC variables on system components, and explained the major trends exhibited by the system. Liang et al. [21] used analytical one-dimensional (1-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) models for the analysis of PTCs. When compared with experiments, the 1-D model was found to be more accurate than the 3-D model. The results revealed that 3-D models usually involve some numerical approximations. Fan et al. [22] developed a novel PTC model with dual glass tubes and thermal fluids. This model was found to be promising for cases involving inlet temperatures is lower than 150°C.
Many variables can affect the performance of PTCs. Yadav et al. [23] investigated the effect of the reflector material on PTC performance. They observed that aluminum reflectors yielded better performance than steel reflectors. The use of the aluminum reflectors increased the maximum temperature by 24.2% and the thermal efficiency by 61.8% compared with the use of steel reflectors. In another study, GO/water and Al₂O₃/water nano-fluids were compared in terms of thermal performance [24]; the GO/water-based nano-fluid exhibited better thermal performance than the Al₂O₃/water-based fluid. The operational effectiveness of nano-fluids especially in the presence of Al₂O₃ decreased with increasing mass flow rate. Cheng et al. [25] studied the effect of aperture width on the PTC optical performance and found that the PTC sensitivity to optical errors increased with increasing the aperture width. Yuanjing et al. [26] developed an optimization model for improving the efficiency of a 30 MW PTC power plant. The developed model increased the overall efficiency of the plant by 0.22 % enhanced its thermal efficiency by 0.52 % and led to reduction in the total number of collectors needed in the power plant.

Padilla et al. [27] evaluated the effect of operational and environmental factors on PTC performance. They assessed the effect of mass flow rate, inlet temperature, wind speed, solar irradiation, and PTC tube outer pressure on PTC thermal and exergetic performance. The results revealed a significant effect of the irradiation, temperature, and pressure on the performance. However, the mass flow rate and wind speed had negligible effect on the performance. The use of a double glass envelop in PTCs has led to a reduction in heat losses and better performance than that of conventional PTCs [28]. Kumaresan et al. investigated (via experiments) PTC performance during a day in India. The results revealed that the best useful heat gain and incident beam radiation occurred between 8:00 and 9:00 am. The peak PTC efficiency occurred at 12:00 pm. After 14:00 the heat loss exceeded the heat gain. When comparing between the PTC losses, the absorber tube convection loss was found to have the major effect [29]. Yang et al [30] developed a novel receiver design with superior performance that is much better than the traditional receivers. Kasem [31] developed a novel design optimization model for the analysis and design of PTCs that was found to be efficient in enhancing PTCs performance by increasing the thermal and exergetic efficiencies. Most of previous studies concentrated with selected working fluids and performance parameters. Thus, in the present work, the author conducted a detailed study of eight working fluids including environment conditions, inlet conditions, and different geometric parameters.

The present study conducts a detailed performance analysis of PTCs using level curves (surface plots) to determine the effect of geometric and inlet flow conditions on their performance. Eight working fluids (water, Thermolin, molten salt, liquid sodium, air, carbon dioxide, helium, and hydrogen) are considered in the present analyses. These fluids represent four liquids and four gases that are typically used in PTCs. The effects of inlet condition, reflector geometry, receiver geometry, and cover geometry on the PTC performance are investigated. A PTC non-linear mathematical model is implemented using a MATLAB code to generate thirty-two level curves for the eight thermal fluids used in the present study.

2.0 PTC MATHEMATICAL MODELING

PTCs harvest the sun energy and transform this energy into a thermal energy applied to a working fluid. This thermal energy can be used directly or extracted as a form of electric power that can be used in several applications. As shown in Figure 1, a thermal working fluid moves in a central tube (referred to as a receiver), which is surrounded by a glass cover. The tube and cover are placed in the focal point of a reflector that reflects the sunlight into the focal point and subsequently heats the working fluid. The amount of solar energy available is determined from [2].

\[ Q_s = A_a \ G_b \]  

A thermal fluid can only capture some of the energy available. We define the energy that can be captured as the amount of energy that can be extracted by the working fluid. This energy can be determined as follows,

\[ Q_u = m^o \ c_p (T_{out} - T_{in}) \]  

Heat losses of the PTCs can lead to a decrease in the amount of energy attainable. These heat losses can be determined as follows,

\[ Q_{loss} = A_{co} \ h_{out}(T_c - T_{amp}) + A_{co} \ \sigma \ \epsilon_c \ (T_c^4 - T_{amp}^4) \]  

The relation between the total available energy, useful energy, and energy losses can be determined from the balance equation [2]

\[ Q_u = Q_s \ \eta_{opt} - Q_{loss} \]  

The useful energy is related to the receiver temperature follows,

\[ Q_u = h \ A_{ri} \ (T_r - T_{fm}) \]  

Two PFs are considered in the present analyses: the thermal efficiency (\(\eta_{th}\)) and the temperature difference (\(\Delta T\)), where

\[ \eta_{th} = \frac{Q_u}{Q_s}, \ \Delta T = T_{out} - T_{in} \]
The PTC cover and receiver areas as well as flow constants, used in the previous equations, are listed in Table 1. This non-linear model of PTC is implemented into a MATLAB code where an iterative technique for performing the present performance analyses is employed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometric areas</th>
<th>Flow constants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A_{co} )</td>
<td>( \pi D_{co}L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_{ro} )</td>
<td>( \pi D_{ro}L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_{el} )</td>
<td>( \pi D_{el}L )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A_{ri} )</td>
<td>( \pi D_{ri}L )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameters and variables employed are listed in the nomenclature.

3.0 DETAILED PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF PTCS

The PTC thermal efficiency \((\eta_{th})\) and temperature difference \((\Delta T = T_{out} - T_{in})\) are defined as PFs. Thus, high \( \eta_{th} \) and \( \Delta T \) indicate good thermal performance and low values indicate poor performance. Eight thermal fluids, i.e., four liquids (water, Therminol, molten salt, and liquid sodium) and four gases (air, carbon dioxide, helium, and hydrogen), are considered in the present analyses. The problem setup and the PTC geometry are performed in accordance with Table 2. Mass flow values of 2 \( kg/s \) and 0.2 \( kg/s \) are selected for the liquids and gases, respectively. The effect of inlet flow condition, reflector dimension, receiver diameter, and cover diameter on the PFs of the eight fluids is investigated by conducting 32 case studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \epsilon_r )</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>12 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \epsilon_c )</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>( W )</td>
<td>5.8 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \eta_{opt} )</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>1.71 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_b )</td>
<td>800 ( \frac{W}{m^2} )</td>
<td>( T_{sun} )</td>
<td>5770 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{amp} )</td>
<td>300 K</td>
<td>( h_{out} )</td>
<td>10 ( \frac{W}{m^2K} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that in all the following figures The solid line denotes the efficiency whereas the dashed line denoted the temperature difference.

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Effect of Inlet Flow Conditions

The effect of inlet flow condition is studied using level curves. Two variables are selected in the present analysis: the inlet flow temperature and the inlet mass flow rate. All other flow parameters are kept constant, as indicated in Table 2. The inlet temperature values employed are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Liquids</th>
<th>( T_{in} ) [K]</th>
<th>Gases</th>
<th>( T_{in} ) [K]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>300 – 550</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>300 – 1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therminol</td>
<td>300 – 580</td>
<td>Carbon dioxide</td>
<td>300 – 1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molten salt</td>
<td>550 – 800</td>
<td>Helium</td>
<td>300 – 1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid sodium</td>
<td>400 – 1100</td>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>300 – 1100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the changes in the PFs with changing inlet temperature and mass flow rate. For all the liquids the mass flow rate changes from 0.1 to 2 \( kg/s \) whereas for all the gases the flow rate changes from 0.05 to 0.2 \( kg/s \). Regarding the thermal efficiency \((\eta_{th})\) of the fluids, the effect of inlet temperature is (in general) more significant than that of the mass flow rate. However, regarding \( \Delta T \), the effect of the flow rate is more significant than the effect of temperature. The temperature difference and thermal efficiency decrease (in general) with increasing inlet temperature, but this effect is more remarkable in the gases than fluids.
In the liquids (see Figure 2), the inlet temperature (in contrast to the mass flow rate) exerts more influence on the thermal efficiency than on the temperature difference. The mass flow rate exerts the least influence on the temperature difference associated with water. The temperature difference decreases with increasing mass flow rate and inlet temperature. Moreover, the thermal efficiency decreases with increasing inlet temperature.

![Graphs of different liquids showing temperature differences and mass flow rates](image1.jpg)
(a) Water  
(b) Therminol  
(c) Molten salt  
(d) Liquid sodium

Figure 2. Effect of inlet condition on liquid fluids

The inlet condition effect on the PFs is more significant for the gases than for the liquids (see Figure 3). Unlike the temperature difference values associate with the liquids, the values associate with the gases change considerably with both the inlet mass flow rate and inlet temperature. However, the PFs related to air and carbon dioxide change more significant than those related to helium and hydrogen. The temperature difference obtained for air and carbon dioxide is higher, but the maximum thermal efficiency is lower than those obtained for helium and hydrogen.

![Graphs of different gases showing temperature differences and mass flow rates](image2.jpg)
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Figure 3. Effect of inlet condition on gas fluids
4.2 Effect of Reflector Geometry

The effect of the PTC length and width is assessed, and level curves are generated for the PFs, as shown in Figure and Figure. The reflector length and width are changed from 6 m to 24 m and from 2.9 m to 11.6 m, respectively. The inlet temperature is kept constant at 550 K, and the inlet mass flow rate is $2 \frac{kg}{s}$ for liquids and $0.2 \frac{kg}{s}$ for gases. All other parameters and variables are kept constant, as indicated in Table 2. The reflector geometry affects the temperature difference and thermal efficiency for both liquids and gases. However, the effect of the reflector length on the thermal efficiency is smaller than the effect of the reflector width, especially in the liquids. With changing reflector length, the thermal efficiency of the liquids remains nearly constant in case of water and Therminol (Figure), however it changes more notably in case of molten salt and liquid sodium.

In the gases (see Figure), the reflector geometry has a notable effect on the PFs. Compared with high values of the reflector width, low values of the width have a greater effect on the change in thermal efficiency, in air and carbon dioxide. The same temperature difference trend is observed for all three gases. However, the temperature difference values obtained for air and carbon dioxide are higher than those obtained for helium and hydrogen. The thermal efficiency
behavior differs between these two pairs of gases. That is, with increasing reflector width, the thermal efficiency increases for helium and hydrogen, but changes only slightly for air and carbon.

![Graphs showing the effect of reflector geometry on gas fluids](image)

**Figure 5. Effect of reflector geometry on gas fluids**

**4.3 Effect of Receiver Diameter**

The effect of the receiver inlet and outlet diameters is assessed, and level curves are generated for the performance factors as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The inlet diameter and the outlet diameter are changed from 0.01 m to 0.069 m and 0.07 m to 0.1 m, respectively. The inlet temperature is kept constant at 550 K, and the inlet mass flow rate is $2 \frac{kg}{s}$ for liquids and $0.2 \frac{kg}{s}$ for gases. All other parameters and variables are kept constant, as indicated in Table 2. The receiver diameter has a negligible effect on the temperature difference of each liquid and gas. However, the diameter has a significant effect on the thermal efficiency, especially in the case of the gases. For liquid sodium and water, the temperature difference and thermal efficiency remain nearly constant with changing inlet receiver diameter. Compared with the small effect observed for water, the effect of diameter is more significant in Therminol and molten salt.

![Graphs showing the effect of receiver diameter on liquid fluids](image)

**Figure 6. Effect of receiver diameter on liquid fluids**
In the gases (see Figure 6), the effect of both the inlet and outlet receiver diameters is clear. However, their effect in air and carbon dioxide is more notable than their effect in helium and hydrogen. The general trend observed for all the liquids and gases, is that the temperature difference and thermal efficiency both increase with increasing receiver outlet diameter.

4.4 Effect of Cover Diameter

The effect of the cover inlet and outlet diameters is evaluated, and level curves are generated for the PFs, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The inlet diameter and outlet diameter are changed from 0.08 m to 0.124 m and from 0.125 m to 0.2 m, respectively. The inlet temperature is kept constant at 550 K, and the inlet mass flow rate is 2 kg/s for liquids and 0.2 kg/s for gases. All other parameters and variables are kept constant (as indicated in Table 2). When the cover diameter is changed the change trends changes of the PFs associate with the liquids and gases are nearly the same. In addition, the effect of the diameter on the PFs is small compared with the effect of other geometric variables. All the liquids exhibit nearly the same thermal efficiency trend. However, the temperature difference values associate with molten salt and liquid sodium are higher than those obtained for water and Therminol.
The change in cover diameter has a minor effect on the PFs associate with the gases (Figure 8). The highest values of the temperature difference are obtained in the case of air and carbon dioxide, and the highest values of thermal efficiency are obtained in the case of helium and hydrogen. In general, for all liquids and gases, the temperature difference and thermal efficiency increase with increasing cover outlet diameter and decrease with increasing cover inlet diameter.

Figure 8. Effect of cover diameter on liquid fluids

Figure 9. Effect of cover diameter on gas fluids
Table 4 summarizes the main findings of the present study. The first column lists the eight fluids used, and the second column lists the PFs (including the temperature difference and thermal efficiency). Furthermore, the last four columns list the maximum value of PF and the allowed range of change induced by each effect. In the present study, the present results provide more inside and detailed performance analysis using eight working fluids in difference than any previous work which concentrated on selected number of working fluids each. The most relevant work that is related to the present study is the work of Bellos et al. [2] who study the performance of seven working fluids in response to the inlet temperature change without considering the effect of PTC geometry. However, both the present and previous works considered the same benchmark problems, the present work can obtain a maximum thermal efficiency that is more than the previous efficiency. For the water as an example, the present maximum efficiency obtained is 79.97 %, whereas the maximum efficiency based on [2] is 78.81 %. This improvement in thermal efficiency can be attributed to the change in PTC geometry in addition to the power of using the surface plots.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, the performance of parabolic trough collectors is analyzed. The effect of their geometry and inlet conditions on selected performance factors (PFs) is studied using surface plots. Eight thermal working fluids are included in the present analyses: four liquids (water, Therminol, molten salt, and liquid sodium) and four gases (air, carbon dioxide,
helium, and hydrogen). Four effects are investigated, i.e. the effect of (1) inlet mass flow rate and inlet temperature \((m^o \text{ and } T_{in})\), (2) reflector geometric length and width \((L \text{ and } W)\), (3) receiver inlet and outlet diameters \((D_{ri} \text{ and } D_{ro})\), and cover inlet and outlet diameters \((D_{ci} \text{ and } D_{co})\).

The performance parameters are defined as the thermal efficiency and temperature difference between inlet and outlet. Subsequently, high values of performance factors indicate good PTC thermal performance. The effect of inlet conditions is investigated in terms of the inlet temperature and mass flow rate. The effect of inlet temperature is more significant than the mass flow rate effect on the thermal efficiency, whereas this effect is reversed in case of the temperature difference, by which the mass flow rate exerts the least influence on the temperature difference. Regarding the geometric parameters, the effect of the reflector length on the thermal efficiency is smaller than the effect of the reflector width. Both the receiver and cover diameters a negligible effect in comparison to the other studied parameters. These important findings can help in the design and selection of PTC design variables and parameters. A more development is recommended for future work in both the mathematical models and parametric study to much improve the PTCs performance.

It is worth to note that the present models do not consider the phase change of the fluids and can only be applied within the working fluid temperatures. The present model also assumes steady state conditions. It is recommenced for future work to enhance the present model to consider both the phase change and time dependence.
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### 7.0 NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A_a)</td>
<td>Aperture area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_{ci})</td>
<td>Cover inlet area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_{co})</td>
<td>Cover inlet area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_{ro})</td>
<td>Receiver outlet area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A_{ri})</td>
<td>Receiver inlet area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C_p)</td>
<td>Specific heat coefficient at constant pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f)</td>
<td>Reflector radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G_b)</td>
<td>Solar beam irradiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H_{out})</td>
<td>Outlet convection coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L)</td>
<td>Tube length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m^o)</td>
<td>Mass flow rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k)</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{sun})</td>
<td>Sun temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{am})</td>
<td>Ambient temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{in})</td>
<td>Inlet temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T_{out})</td>
<td>Outlet temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(W)</td>
<td>Reflector width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\epsilon_r)</td>
<td>Emissivity of receiver tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\epsilon_c)</td>
<td>Emissivity of glass tube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\eta_{opt})</td>
<td>Optical efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\mu)</td>
<td>Dynamic viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma)</td>
<td>Stefan-Boltzman constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\rho)</td>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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